HERCON® MOSQUITO ATTRACTANT

For Use with Electronic Insect Killers and Traps

INCREASES THE DEVICE’S EFFECTIVENESS IN KILLING MOSQUITOES AND BITING FLIES
SLOW-RELEASE LURE DESIGNED TO EMIT MOSQUITO ATTRACTANT FOR 30 DAYS

ACTIVE INGREDIENT:
1-Octen-3-ol ....................... 6.3%*
INERT INGREDIENTS ...... 93.7%
TOTAL ............... 100.0%

*Equivalent to 150 mg 1-octen-3-ol/strip

CONTENTS: ONE ATTRACTANT EMITTER STRIP
MINIMUM NET WEIGHT: 0.08 oz (2.4 g)

KEEP OUT OF REACH OF CHILDREN

WARNING
Read Directions and Precautionary Statements Before Use

The HERCON Mosquito Attractant is intended for use as a lure with an electronic insect killer ("bug zapper") such as Stinger Laser and all other brands, or trap. It is designed to release 1-octen-3-ol, a natural insect attractant, continuously for 30 days. Trap or zapper effectiveness is increased by luring mosquitoes and biting flies to it.

PRECAUTIONARY STATEMENTS

WARNING: Do not open pouch containing mosquito attractant emitter strip until ready to use. Keep out of reach of children. Avoid contact with eyes and mouth. Avoid inhalation. Wash hands thoroughly with soap and water after handling.

STATEMENT OF PRACTICAL TREATMENT

IF INHALED: Move to fresh air.
IF ON SKIN: Wash affected areas with soap and water.
IF IN EYES: Flush with plenty of water. Call a physician if irritation persists.

DIRECTIONS FOR USE

It is a violation of Federal Law to use this product in a manner inconsistent with its labeling.

When ready to use, remove attractant emitter strip from pouch. Attach strip to outer enclosure by placing cut-out portion around enclosure strut of zapper. When used as trap lure, read attachment directions on trap label for best results. Replace attractant emitter strip after 30 days.

ACCEPTED

FEB 11 1997
Under the Federal Insecticide, Fungicide and Rodenticide Act as amended for the pesticide registered under EPA Reg. No. 8730-62

STORAGE AND DISPOSAL

STORAGE: Store in a cool dry place. Do not reuse empty pouch or strip.
DISPOSAL: Wrap strip in paper and discard in trash.

Made in the USA by HERCON ENVIRONMENTAL CORPORATION
Emigsville, PA 17318-0457

= "HERCON" is a registered trademark of Health-Chem Corporation New York, NY 10006
EPA Reg No 8730-62
EPA Est. No 8730-PA-01